Dojo Team Winner

In school

In school

At home

Jayden F in Year 1.
Jayden has been
blowing my socks off
this week with his
phonics! He is been
telling me all the
sounds he knows and
has been on a treasure
hunt around school for
some key words and
reading those fluently
to me. Keep up the
great work Jayden!

Jessica P in Year 4. I am
so impressed with
Jessica and her work on
Reading Plus. She
accesses it every day
and reads several texts,
taking great care to be
accurate. This has
meant that her
progress since the start
of the year has been
brilliant. Well done
Jessica!

Team Orange

At home

Nursery

Maddison - Maddison always
Cody - Cody is trying really hard with all the tasks. His
tried her hardest and is a great
counting has improved and he has made great
role model. Maddison's attitude
progress. Keep it up Cody!
to learning has improved greatly
since the start of the year and I’m
so proud of her.

RM

Rakim – Rakim is always eager to
try his best and help others. It
has been wonderful to see him
use his phonics to help others
with their writing. He has been
reading a great range of books
too which is wonderful to see!
Well done Rakim!

Mika-Jai – Mika's work is always completed to a high
standard and you can tell she has taken great pride in
her work. I am especially proud of Mika for learning
and performing a new song this week! She has even
created her own yoga story book. Well done Mika on
your fantastic achievements.

RC

Dylan – Dylan has a really
enthusiastic attitude to his
learning. He is always keen to
share his ideas with those around
him and completes all tasks with
a smile on his face.

Ike – Ike is completing all his home learning tasks to
the best of his abilities and his handwriting is really
improving. He has a great attitude, which is wonderful
to see - keep it up Ike!

1F

Bailey – Bailey has been working
very hard this week on his
reading. I’m incredibly impressed
and proud of the work he has
produced! Keep up the fantastic
work Bailey!

Ming-Tak – Ming-Tak has been working incredibly
hard over the last few weeks. It is his first term at
Moorside and although he has not been in school yet,
I am very proud of all the remote learning he has
completed. Well done Ming-Tak and keep up the
fantastic work!

1B

Billie – Billie always brightens up
our days with her beaming smile
and constant enthusiasm. She
has been working incredibly hard
on her cursive handwriting this
week, and it has not gone
unnoticed. Keep shining bright
Billie!
Reeva - Reeva has a fantastic
attitude to learning as well as
being an incredibly kind, caring
and thoughtful member of Year
2. She always makes sure that
everyone has someone to play
with and is always looking out for
other people. Thank you for your
endless kindness Reeva!
Grayson-Grayson has been doing
excellent listening in class he
always tries to do the best he can
and gives 100%.
He is very helpful in the class and
always makes sure his table is
tidy.

Jessica – Jessica has been working incredibly hard at
home this week. I have enjoyed seeing all of her
videos in maths, as well as reading her diary entry in
topic. Keep up the hard work at home Jessica!
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Otilia- Otilia has blown me away with her home
learning this week. She has shown great pride in her
work and every task she sends in has been completed
to the best of her ability. Otilia has particularly
impressed me with her fantastic reading this week.
Keep up the amazing work Otilia, I am so proud of
you!

Ellina – Always working hard at home and completing
her work to such a high standard. Well done Ellina.
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Jack – Jack has been working
hard to be a good friend to
others and always makes good
choices at playtime. He makes
sure he is fair and includes
everyone, and is a good example
to others. Keep it up Jack!
Taylor – Taylor has come back to
school this week and has tried his
best to get back into learning. He
has listened well, joined in
discussions and completed tasks
with enthusiasm. We are glad to
have you back Taylor!
Poppy O - I could pick Poppy
every week - Poppy continues to
work hard and take pride in
everything she does. She is a
kind and well-mannered member
of the class that always has time
for other people. she is an allround superstar
Arianna has made excellent
progress this term, particularly in
Maths where her confidence has
hugely developed this year.
Arianna is a good friend to the
other children and has an
infectious enthusiasm for her
school work. Keep up the hard
work, Arianna!
Lily McGuire – Lily has been
absolutely fantastic this week.
She’s been doing her best to
complete her work as
independently as possible and
has worked very hard. She is very
engaged in our lessons and
asking fantastic questions. It’s
been great to see her with a
smile on her face and enjoying
the work we’re doing. I’ve been
very impressed with her poetry
as well!

Mason – Mason has been working really hard at home
and this week has wowed us with his attitude to
learning and his perseverence. He has written an
excellent story about some pirates who wouldn’t stop
fighting and has come back every day ready to write a
little bit more. He keeps going even when he finds it
tricky!
Nela – Nela has been working hard every week to
complete all of her home learning. She completes
everything to a very high standard and takes pride in
her presentation. It’s not always easy to complete
work neatly online but she takes her time to make it
just right. Well done Nela!
Jessica – Jessica is trying very hard with her home
learning especially with Reading Plus over the past
few weeks. Her efforts are paying off and she is
making lots of progress! she has gained two awards
in the last week and is already well on her way to
gaining her next one. Well done Jessica

Nya has been working extremely hard on all aspects
of her home learning in recent works. Her writing is
consistently excellent and her problem solving skills
are going from strength to strength. Nya is also
making excellent progress on Reading Plus, which will
help her in so many other aspects of her learning.
Well done, Nya.

Ruby Cunningham – I am so impressed with Ruby this
week! Not only has she been completing every piece
of work really well, but she’s also taking this time to
practice her times tables a lot and improve. Her
writing has been fantastic and I can tell she puts a lot
of effort into her work every day. I couldn’t be more
proud of Ruby. Well done!
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Leah Bowker – Leah was isolating
recently but has returned to
school and her effort,
presentation and pride she takes
in her learning has not changed
at all. She listens carefully in
class, offers great ideas and is a
great friend too. Keep up the
excellent work Leah!
Kai Taylor for working hard and
really engaging with all his
learning. He’s been putting in the
extra effort especially with his
writing and topic work. Keep it up
Kai!

Again, really hard to choose! I had to go for Bobby
Duke this week. His research and work into the
pollution of the River Ganges was excellent and his
summary of our story on Thursday was as
entertaining as the book! He always responds to
checks and challenges and has kept the same pride in
his work as does in school. Keep it up Bobby!

Olivia- For being a conscientious
and determined learner. She is
always pushing herself to achieve
the very best and isn’t afraid to
put in the hard work. Olivia often
takes learning home to practice
and even spent part of her
breaktime reading ‘Goodnight
Mister Tom’ so she could share
her ideas with the class. Well
done – we are so proud!

Amber, Emmy, Sapphire and Gracie - For completing
all their home learning including accessing Reading
Plus. They go above and beyond in their learning even
sending in additional photos and videos of what they
have been doing. Keep it up!

Dylan T – For completing all his home learning
including accessing Reading Plus. He goes above and
beyond in his learning even sending in additional
photos and videos of what he has been doing. He
shows such enthusiasm and is helping to keep our
spirits up too. Keep it up!

